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Miranda-GR

• We are an independent equity and credit
research firm whose main executives have a
combined experience of more than 50 years
in Latin American financial markets

• We are the research area with the best
distribution to global institutional investors
in Mexico
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Why Miranda-GR?
Proven Track Record
of Successful
Recommendations

• Best Mexico equity research team for 8
consecutive years according to “Institutional
Investors”

• Coverage of Mexican equities and bonds for

Team of Experts in
Equity and Credit
Research

Quantitative and
Qualitative Focus

Combined
Expertise of
More than 50
Years

more than 25 years
• Global distribution
• Solid

relationships

with

domestic

and

international institutional investors
• Well known track record of investment
recommendations with above-average returns

Access to the
Main
Institutional
Clients

II Ranked for
Several Years

Global
Distribution

Vast knowledge of
Financial Markets
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Services
EQUITY RESEARCH

CREDIT RESEARCH

• Coverage of Mexican publicly-listed companies
as an independent analyst
• Investment strategy in global financial markets
• Valuation of private companies
• Tailor-made analysis

• Coverage of corporate bonds
as an independent analyst
• Ratings Advisory

M&A / CORPORATE FINANCING

MACROECONOMIC
RESEARCH

• M&A of public and private companies
• Assessment and valuation of potential M&A
targets
• Financial analysis of the combined entity
• Identification of potential M&A risks
• Global IPO structuring
• Bond issuance and bank financing

• United States
• Mexico
• Brazil
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Services
FINANCIAL PLANNING

STRATEGIC PLANNING

• Financial performance analysis
• Development of internal financial
models
• Strengthening of the main financial
indicators
• Costs and expense reduction
• Working capital management
• Deleveraging and refinancing strategy
• Debt restructuring
• Capex program analysis
• Start-up advisory
• Personal finances

• Current Business Analysis
• Main strategic strengths and
weaknesses
• Sector / Industry Analysis
• Analysis of the competition
• Business diversification

PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT
• Patrimonial investment advisory services
• Equity portfolio structuring and
management
• Fixed income portfolio structuring and
management
• Risk management
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Services
COVERAGE OF COMPANIES WITH A LOW CAPITALIZATION OR LOW COVERAGE
World-Class Research
• Damian Fraser was the Head of Latam Equities and Research at UBS
• Martin Lara, Director of Equity Research at Interacciones, Punto, Actinver, Valores Finamex and AB Moneda; VP of
Corporate Credit at Moody’s
• Previous coverage of most publicly traded companies in the Mexican Bolsa
• Very deep coverage: we offer 8 reports per year, including the Initiation of Coverage report, quarterly results comments,
changes in recommendations, changes in estimates, changes in target prices and main strategic events (M&A
transactions)
Global Distribution
• Publication and distribution of research reports through Vector Casa de Bolsa or CI Casa de Bolsa in English and Spanish
• Access to BLOOMBERG Terminals
• Access to global research platforms like WWW.RSRCHXCHANGE.COM, WWW.ERI-C.COM, WWW.VISIBLEALPHA.COM,
WWW.CONTRIBUTOR.RESEARCH.THOMSONREUTERS.COM, WWW.CAPITALIQ.COM and WWW.FACTSET.COM with a
reach of more than 1,200 institutional clients
• Own email distribution list with more than 600 institutional clients
• We are the research area with the best distribution in Mexico
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Positive Impact on Clients
Clear Benefits for the Covered Company
•
•
•
•
•
•

Greater interest from foreign and domestic institutional clients
Higher valuation
Greater share liquidity
Increased possibility of subsequent offerings
Compliance with securities market regulations
Low cost service
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Positive Impact on Clients
Higher Volume and ADTV of Companies Under Coverage
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Reports
VINTE, FIBRA INN, JAVER, QUALITAS (Vector Casa de Bolsa)
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Reports
MÉDICA SUR, CYDSA, TRAXIÓN and FIBRA UPSITE (Vector Casa de Bolsa)
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Reports
HOTEL (Vector), CADU and COXA (CI Casa de Bolsa)
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Global Distribution
Access to BLOOMBERG Terminals
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Global Distribution
Global distribution through WWW.RSCHXCHANGE.COM, a research platform with a
reach of 1,200 institutional investors
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Global Distribution
Global distribution through WWW.ERI-C.COM, a research platform with a reach of
more than 1,100 institutional investors
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Global Distribution
Global distribution through WWW.VISIBLEALPHA.COM, a research platform with a
reach of more than 200 institutional investors
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Global Distribution
Global distribution through WWW.CONTRIBUTOR.RESEARCH.THOMSONREUTERS.COM,
a research platform
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Global Distribution
Global distribution through WWW.CAPITALIQ.COM, a research platform owned by S&P
GLOBAL
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Clients
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Team
Martín R. Lara P.
Partner, Miranda Global Research
Martin Lara has 30 years of experience as Equity Research Director in various financial institutions such as
Interacciones, Signum Research/Punto, Actinver, Valores Finamex and AB Moneda. He has been ranked by
the “Institutional Investor” and “El Inversionista” magazines for several years. He has covered the telecoms,
media, food, beverages, financial, conglomerates, industrials, fibras, housing, hotels, retail and construction
sectors (large, medium and small cap). He was a VP of Corporate Credit Ratings at Moody’s de Mexico. He
currently is an Equity Research teacher at the ITESM CSF. He previously was a “Company Valuation / M&A”
teacher at the ITESM CSF, and “Financial Markets” and “Equity Markets” teacher at the Universidad
Iberoamericana.

Damian Fraser
Partner, Miranda Partners / Miranda Global Research
Damian was UBS’ Mexico Country Manager from 2001 to 2018, where he oversaw the 180-person local
Investment Banking, Wealth Management and Equity businesses. He previously ran UBS’s Latin American
Equity division, worked as Director of UBS Latam Equity Research, and was a Number One ranked Latam
“Institutional Investor” equity analyst for multiple years. Prior to banking, Damian was a journalist at “The
Economist” (economics correspondent), and the “Financial Times” (Mexico bureau chief). He holds a CFA, an
MPA from Harvard, and BA from Oxford University.
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Team
Laura Guillen
Partner, Miranda Fundraising
Laura Guillén studied Aeronautics Management at the Autonomous University of Barcelona, henceforth,
completing her studies with an International MBA at EAE Business School. She has worked for the
aeronautical industry at Barcelona El Prat Airport and at London Luton Airport. Since her arrival to Mexico
City, 6 years ago, she has acquired experience in the financial sector. She was a fixed income broker in MEI
(Institutional) and ENLACE for four years, the first Mexican interdealer brokerage company. Currently, Laura
is the Managing Partner of Miranda Fundraising and consultant for Miranda Investor Relations and Miranda
Global Research.

Eduardo Miller Ornelas
Junior Analyst, Miranda Global Research
Eduardo Miller currently studies the sixth semester of the Bachelor's degree in Financial Administration at
the Instituto Tecnológico de Estudios Superiores de Monterrey (ITESM), Campus Santa Fé. He has worked at
Suez Mexico as a trainee in comptroller area, at the Asociación Mexicana de Capital Privado (AMEXCAP) as a
Trainee in the Statistics and Research area, and at Grupo Miller as a Trainee in management and
administration of the commercial and sales area.
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Team
Luis Rodrigo Hernández
Junior Analyst
Luis Rodrigo Hernández holds a bachelor’s degree in Finances from the Instituto Tecnológico de Estudios
Superiores de Monterrey (ITESM), Santa Fe Campus, where he developed skills in Corporate Finance,
Valuations and Statistics. He also holds a certificate from the MIT Professional Education Program "Machine
Learning and decision making". He is fluent in spanish, english and french.
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E. martin.lara@miranda.gr.com
P. +52 (55) 5282 2992
C. +52 1 (55) 6413 8563

Montes Escandinavos #305, 3rd Floor
Lomas de Chapultepec
C.P. 11000, Mexico City

f. /mirandapartnersmx
t. @mirandapartners
in. Miranda Partners

Disclaimer
The presentation hereby attached was created by “MIRANDA GR” (“Miranda GR”). The information is presented in summarized form and is not meant to be complete.
There are no declarations or guarantees, expressed or implicit, in respect to the accuracy, impartiality or integrity of the information.
Miranda GR, in accordance to applicable legislation, has made sure that the presented personalized recommendation is reasonable to the client, as it has verified
congruency between the client’s profile and the profile of the financial product. Under no circumstance should it be understood that the fulfillment of the previously
mentioned recommendation, guarantees the result or the success of the proposed strategies in the presented document.
The information included in this presentation was obtained from public and/or private sources. The projections or previsions included in this presentation, are a
generalized recommendation and are based on subjective assumptions and estimations about events and circumstances that have not yet happened and are subjected
to significant variations. Therefore, it is not possible to guarantee that any of the results included in the presentation will happen in the future, in other words, it does
not guarantee the result or the success of the posed strategies.
This presentation has been prepared solely with informational purposes. No declarations are made in respects to precision, sufficiency, veracity or accuracy of the
information and opinions hereby included. Miranda GR will not answer (either because of negligence or for any other reason) for any damage or detriment derived or
related to the use of this presentation or its content, or any connection to the presentation. Miranda GR is not responsible for the use or association with this
presentation, including but not limited to, any declaration, expressed or implicit or guarantees or omissions included in this information.
This presentation is based on facts and/or events that have happened up to this date, consequently any future facts and/or events can impair the conclusions hereby
expressed. Miranda GR does not assume any responsibility to update, review, rectify or invalidate this presentation based on any future occurrence.
The opinions related to this presentation eventually expressed by Miranda GR, should be considered only as suggestions/recommendations to better operate various
topics related to the presentation.
All the information included in this presentation should be kept strictly confidential. This presentation and its contents are property of Miranda GR and cannot be
reproduced or broadcast in part or in its entirety without the previous written consent of Miranda GR.
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